
 
 
 
 
 
Greco Situations   Las Vegas 
 
 

1. In clinch wrestlers goes out of bounds and no foul occurs and the reverse body 
lock was not released.   REURN IN CLINCH (REVERSE BODY LOCK) 

 
2. In Clinch wrestlers go out of bounds with a foul and reverse body lock not 

released  RETURN IN CLINCH (REVERSE BODY LOCK) SCORES 1 OR 2 
PTS 

 
3. In clinch wrestlers goes out of bounds by fleeing the mat still having the reverse 

body lock. CAUTION and 1 pt and RETURN IN CLINCH 
 
4. In clinch wrestlers goes to mat wrestling by losing the reverse body lock and 

wrestlers then go out of bounds RETURN STANDING NO PTS Awarded 
 
5. In clinch wrestlers goes to mat wrestling by losing the reverse body lock and foul 

occurs by the defensive wrestler RETURN STANDING WITH CAUTION AND 
2 PTS 

 
6. In clinch wrestlers goes to mat wrestling by losing the reverse body lock and fold 

occurs with out a score RETURN STANDING AND CAUTION.  AND 1 PT. 
 
7. From Clinch to mat wrestling then goes out of bounds by normal wrestling 

RETURN STANDING 
 

8. In clinch, defensive wrestler goes to back and wrestling takes them out of bounds. 
RETURN STANDING AND WHATEEVER POINTS WERE SCORED ON 
THE WAY OUT OF BOUNDS 

 
9. In clinch, wrestler goes to back and goes out of bound with the defensive wrestler 

causing a foul as they go out. RETURN WITH CAUTION. AND 1 PT AND 
REGULAR PAR TERR IF A SCORE OR CAUTION AND 2 PTS IF NO PTS 
WERE SCORED. 

 
10. In clinch wrestler goes to his back and flees out of bounds and a foul occurs. If A 

FLEE PTS PLUS CAUTION AND 1 PT AND PAR TERR 
 
11. In clinch wrestler goes to back and offence cause foul and wrestlers go out of 

bounds RETURN STANDING COMPLETE 30 SECOND PERIOD 
 


